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Abstract. To detect threats on a person’s body surface the
application of millimetre-waves is possible. In order to get a
view of the person from all sides either the person has to be
rotated standing on a turntable (Inverse Synthetic Aperture
Radar, ISAR) or a sensor is moved on a circular path around
the person (Synthetic Aperture Radar, SAR). The goal of the
reconstruction is to obtain information about the shape of the
threats and their positions in all three dimensions. At first
the reconstruction is done along range and azimuth, which
span the principal surface given by the sensor configuration.
This paper reports on two methods to obtain the third spatial
dimension. Due to the circular shape and its 3D focussing
ability of the aperture this information can be obtained by
the evaluation of the image focus. Secondly, if two coherent
receiving channels are used, a possibility to achieve 3D spa-
tial resolution is the processing of the interferometric phase.
A comparison between these two will be presented.

1 Introduction

Broadband imaging in three dimensions is feasible using the
scattered field distributions measured along curved lines. As
a special case also circular apertures can provide 3D spatial
resolution. A circular aperture can be realised by either using
an array of sensors or by moving one sensor on a circular
trajectory generating a synthetic aperture of circular shape.

In general holographic data can be focused for a known
aperture and reconstruction area geometry as long as the
sampling constraints are met. A direct inversion scheme of
the linearised inverse scattering problem can be realised e.g.
by means of correlation or backprojection algorithms. These
algorithms are not optimum with respect to computation ef-
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ficiency (i.e. speed) but have the advantage to work with ar-
bitrary geometries.

In order to receive focused images of the objects placed on
a person’s body surface, as a first approximation a cylinder
can be used as reconstruction area. This geometry is shown
in Fig. 1a. One the other hand the reconstruction can also be
done directly along the principal axes of the sensor, which
are range and azimuth, as can be seen in Fig.1b. It turns out
that this reconstruction area is favourable when considering
a three-dimensional reconstruction.

In the following after the basic considerations concerning
the two-dimensional reconstructions, two approaches for an
independent focussing of the third spatial dimension will be
presented. The first one is the interferometry, which evalu-
ates the phase difference of two coherent receiving channels.
Secondly due to the circular shape of the aperture focussing
can also be done by certain amplitude criteria. These two
methods can be used separately, but they can also be joined
in order to combine the specific advantages of them. For ex-
ample, the limited ambiguity of the interferometric phase can
be compensated by the use of an additional amplitude crite-
rion.

All the images of reconstruction results are from measured
data. The measurements were done with an FMCW-Radar
with a bandwidth of 10 GHz that is described in more detail
in (Detlefsen et al., 2006).

2 SAR-processing in two dimensions

Most of the applications based on the SAR-principle use a
linear aperture or at least can neglect or compensate the cur-
vature of it. As a consequence focussing reduces to a two-
dimensional problem, since a rotational symmetry with re-
spect to the aperture axis can be applied. Each object is
located at its 2-parametric position(u, ρ) whereu repre-
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Fig. 1: SAR imaging geometry: The imaging sensor is

moved on a circular path around the person. It is assumed

that the person is illuminated homogeneously.

where g stands for the calibrated data and α(R) is a weight-

ing factor that compensates the propagation losses. R =
√

(u′ − u)2 + ρ2 is the range between the antenna’s aper-

ture and the object.

For circular apertures there is no longer a rotational

symmetry and therefore the SAR-reconstruction becomes a

three-dimensional problem. As shown in figure 1b the vari-

able for the aperture angle is denoted by ϕa and the radius of

the aperture is ρa. In cartesian coordinates the aperture can

be written as

ra = (x, y, z)a = (ρa cos(ϕa), ρa cos(ϕa), ha) (2)

where the z-component ha is set to zero in the following.

The index ·a states that the variable describes the aperture,

variables with an index ·o belong to the object respectively

the reconstruction area.

Since the focussing along the third spatial dimension

should become independent from the first processing step,

the two-dimensional SAR reconstruction is done along the

mainaxes of the sensor, described by the along-track variable

ϕo and the range variable ρo . The angle ψ stands for the

offset from the main beam direction as illustrated in figure

1b. Therefore the reconstruction area can be written as

ro = (x, y, z)o =





(ρa − ρo sin(ϑant − ψ)) · cosϕo

(ρa − ρo sin(ϑant − ψ)) · sinϕo

ρo cos(ϑant − ψ)





⊺

.

(3)

The distance R between the aperture and the object posi-

tion then is R = |ra − ro| = f(. . . , ψ). The back-projected

signal can be written in the same way as (1) except that the

rotational symmetry no longer holds

h(ρo, ϕo, ψo) =

∫ ϕa,2

ϕa,1

u(ra, ϕ
′

a) · α(R) exp(j2kcR)dϕ′

a

(4)
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3 Options for three-dimensional focussing

After the SAR-reconstruction the position of the objects is

determined along range ro and cross-range ϕo. In the fol-

lowing two possibilities to determine the elevation position

ψo will be presented.

3.1 Interferometry

For two coherent receiving channels separated by a distance

B usually called baseline the phase difference between two

channels holds the information about the elevation.

Due to the physical properties of the human skin (see

Dallinger et al. (2004)) most of the power transmitted by a

sensor below the person will be reflected and not scattered

back to the receiving antennas of the sensor. As a conse-

quence only inhomogeneities will be visible. The result-

ing image will consist of isolated scattering centres. Phase-

unwrapping algorithms can not handle these isolated scatter-

ing centres and so the intervall of a uniquely defined phase is

limited to an interval of 2π and no absolute phase values with

respect to a common reference phase can be determined.

From the two complex-valued SAR-images

hi(ro, ϕo, ψo), i ∈ {1, 2}, the interferogram v(.) is formed

by conjugate complex multiplication v(.) = h1(.) ·h2(.)
∗. It

is assumed that the position offsets of the scattering centres

in the two images are smaller than one resolution element

and can therefore be neglected. Figure 2 shows the geometry

of the interferometric sensor with two receiving antennas

A1 and A2 separated by the distance B. In the case of

one common transmitting antenna the phase difference φ

obtained in the interferogram is given by

φ =
2π

λ
(r2 − r1). (5)

Since the interferometric phase is limited to [−π, π] the ele-

vation angle ψ is also limited to small angles and the approx-

imation sinψ ≈ ψ is valid. For a point scatterer located at

the angle ϑant − ψo the relation between the interferometric

Fig. 1. SAR imaging geometry: The imaging sensor is moved on
a circular path around the person. It is assumed that the person is
illuminated homogeneously.

sents the azimuth variable andρ stands for range. The back-
projected signalh(u, ρ) then becomes

h(u, ρ) =

∫ u2

u1

g(u′, R)α(R)exp(j2kcR)du
′ (1)

where g stands for the calibrated data andα(R) is a
weighting factor that compensates the propagation losses.
R=

√
(u′−u)2+ρ2 is the range between the antenna’s aper-

ture and the object.
For circular apertures there is no longer a rotational

symmetry and therefore the SAR-reconstruction becomes a
three-dimensional problem. As shown in Fig.1 the variable
for the aperture angle is denoted byϕa and the radius of the
aperture isρa. In cartesian coordinates the aperture can be
written as

ra = (x, y, z)a = (ρa cos(ϕa), ρa cos(ϕa), ha) (2)

where thez-componentha is set to zero in the following.
The index·a states that the variable describes the aperture,
variables with an index·o belong to the object respectively
the reconstruction area.

Since the focussing along the third spatial dimension
should become independent from the first processing step,
the two-dimensional SAR reconstruction is done along the
mainaxes of the sensor, described by the along-track variable
ϕo and the range variableρo . The angleψ stands for the
offset from the main beam direction as illustrated in Fig.1.
Therefore the reconstruction area can be written as

ro = (x, y, z)o =

 (ρa − ρo sin(ϑant − ψ)) · cosϕo
(ρa − ρo sin(ϑant − ψ)) · sinϕo
ρo cos(ϑant − ψ)
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The distanceR between the aperture and the object posi-
tion then isR=|ra−ro|=f (. . . , ψ). The back-projected sig-
nal can be written in the same way as (1) except that the
rotational symmetry no longer holds

h(ρo, ϕo, ψo) =
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u(ra, ϕ
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a) · α(R)exp(j2kcR)dϕ

′
a (4)
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3 Options for three-dimensional focussing

After the SAR-reconstruction the position of the objects is
determined along rangero and cross-rangeϕo. In the follow-
ing two possibilities to determine the elevation positionψo
will be presented.

3.1 Interferometry

For two coherent receiving channels separated by a distance
B usually called baseline the phase difference between two
channels holds the information about the elevation.

Due to the physical properties of the human skin (see
Dallinger et al., 2004) most of the power transmitted by a
sensor below the person will be reflected and not scattered
back to the receiving antennas of the sensor. As a conse-
quence only inhomogeneities will be visible. The result-
ing image will consist of isolated scattering centres. Phase-
unwrapping algorithms can not handle these isolated scatter-
ing centres and so the intervall of a uniquely defined phase is
limited to an interval of 2π and no absolute phase values with
respect to a common reference phase can be determined.

From the two complex-valued SAR-imageshi(ro, ϕo,

ψo), i ∈ {1,2}, the interferogramv(.) is formed by con-
jugate complex multiplicationv(.)=h1(.)·h2(.)

∗. It is as-
sumed that the position offsets of the scattering centres in the
two images are smaller than one resolution element and can
therefore be neglected. Figure2 shows the geometry of the
interferometric sensor with two receiving antennasA1 and
A2 separated by the distanceB.

In the case of one common transmitting antenna the phase
differenceφ obtained in the interferogram is given by

φ =
2π

λ
(r2 − r1). (5)
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Fig. 3: Amplitude and interferometric phase along ψ at the

position of a metallic sphere at a position of ψ = 0◦ (B =
1.5 cm, f = [90.5. . . 100.5]GHz)

phase and the elevation angle ψ then becomes

∆φ =
2π

λ
B sin∆ψ ≈

2π

λ
B∆ψ (6)

With a baseline B = 1.5 cm and a center frequency of

95 Ghz it turns out from equation (6) that the unambiguous-

ness interval [−π, π] of the interferometric phase results in

an unambiguousness interval of [−6◦, 6◦] for the elevation

angle ψ. Figure 3 shows that this value for ψ can also be

found in the reconstruction results of measured data. Here

the amplitude of one channel and the interferometric phase at

the (ϕo, ρo)-position of a small metallic (diameter ≈ 3 mm)

sphere along ψ is illustrated. The characteristic property of

the interferometric phase at the position of a point scatterer

is, that it has a zero there. Figure 4 shows a more complex

example for the interferometric reconstruction. A person is

sitting on a chair on the turntable, which results in a circu-

lar aperture, as described before. The illustration of the body

surface is done by spline interploation of the weighted aver-

age of the position of scattering centres in a certain intervall

∆ϕo. Relevant reflection points are illustrated with dots with

varying colour describing the intensity of scattering. Sub-

figures 4c and 4d show horizontal cuts of the reconstructed

model. In addition to the contour of the body a second con-

tour appears which is an effect of the limited unambiguity of

the interferometric phase. When the approximate position of

the person on the turntable is known the ambiguities can be

resolved by using this information.

3.2 Options for amplitude focussing

Besides using the interferometric phase in order to focus in

the third dimension, the circular shape of the aperture also

provides information about the position of the scattering cen-

tres. A possibility to determine the focus of a pixel lies in the

evaluation of the gradient of its amplitude. This approach

for example is used for focussing in digital still cameras as

described in . The difference between a camera and a SAR

millimetre-wave image is that for a camera only the position

of the lens has to be adjusted and in a millimetre-wave im-

age each single pixel has to be corrected seperately. An often

used gradient for the purpose of focussing is the so called

Sobel-gradient. In the case of focussing a pixel with respect
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Fig. 4: Three-dimensional MMW image of a person with a

horizontally orientated knife at the back

to ψ it becomes

Gρ(ψ) =





−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1



 ⊗ h(ρ, ϕ)|ψ

Gϕ(ψ) =





−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1



 ⊗ h(ρ, ϕ)|ψ

ψopt = max
ψ

√

Gρ(ψ)2 +Gϕ(ψ)2.

(7)

Another way to use the amplitude for focussing lies in the

calculation of

ψopt(ρi, ϕi) = max
ψ

h(ρ, ϕ, ψ)4|r=ri±∆r,ϕ=ϕi±∆ϕ (8)

in an area r = ri ± ∆r, ϕ = ϕi ± ∆ϕ around the image

position (ρi, ϕi). At the ψ-position of a point scatterer to be

focused its energy (∼ h(ρ, ϕ, ψ)2) is concentrated within a

minimum number of pixels. Assuming that the power trans-

mitted from the antenna to a certain area around the scatter-

ing centre remains constant and therefore also in the recon-

structed image, the term h(ρ, ϕ, ψ)4 will have its extremum

at the best focused position.

Figure 5a shows the measure according to equation (8)

along ψ at the exact position of a small metallic sphere (di-

ameter ≈ 3 mm) as can be seen on the photo in figure 5c.

The whole result of the focussing process using the ampli-

tude criterion is shown in the other sub-figures in figure 5.

Fig. 3. Amplitude and interferometric phase alongψ at the po-
sition of a metallic sphere at a position ofψ=0◦ (B=1.5 cm,
f=[90.5. . .100.5] GHz).

Since the interferometric phase is limited to[−π, π] the el-
evation angleψ is also limited to small angles and the ap-
proximation sinψ≈ψ is valid. For a point scatterer located
at the angleϑant−ψo the relation between the interferometric
phase and the elevation angleψ then becomes

1φ =
2π

λ
B sin1ψ ≈

2π

λ
B 1ψ (6)

With a baselineB=1.5 cm and a center frequency of 95 Ghz
it turns out from Eq. (6) that the unambiguousness interval
[−π, π] of the interferometric phase results in an unambigu-
ousness interval of[−6◦,6◦

] for the elevation angleψ . Fig-
ure 3 shows that this value forψ can also be found in the
reconstruction results of measured data. Here the amplitude
of one channel and the interferometric phase at the(ϕo, ρo)-
position of a small metallic (diameter≈3 mm) sphere along
ψ is illustrated. The characteristic property of the interfero-
metric phase at the position of a point scatterer is, that it has
a zero there.

Figure 4 shows a more complex example for the interfer-
ometric reconstruction. A person is sitting on a chair on the
turntable, which results in a circular aperture, as described
before. The illustration of the body surface is done by spline
interploation of the weighted average of the position of scat-
tering centres in a certain intervall1ϕo. Relevant reflection
points are illustrated with dots with varying colour describing
the intensity of scattering. Sub-figs. 4c and 4d show horizon-
tal cuts of the reconstructed model. In addition to the contour
of the body a second contour appears which is an effect of the
limited unambiguity of the interferometric phase. When the
approximate position of the person on the turntable is known
the ambiguities can be resolved by using this information.

3.2 Options for amplitude focussing

Besides using the interferometric phase in order to focus in
the third dimension, the circular shape of the aperture also
provides information about the position of the scattering cen-
tres. A possibility to determine the focus of a pixel lies in the
evaluation of the gradient of its amplitude. This approach
for example is used for focussing in digital still cameras as
described in . The difference between a camera and a SAR
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional MMW image of a person with a horizon-
tally orientated knife at the back.
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Sobel-gradient. In the case of focussing a pixel with respect
toψ it becomes

Gρ(ψ) =

−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

 ⊗ h(ρ, ϕ)|ψ

Gϕ(ψ) =

−1 0 1
−2 0 2
−1 0 1

 ⊗ h(ρ, ϕ)|ψ (7)

ψopt = max
ψ

√
Gρ(ψ)2 +Gϕ(ψ)2.

Another way to use the amplitude for focussing lies in the
calculation of

ψopt(ρi, ϕi) = max
ψ
h(ρ, ϕ,ψ)4|r=ri±1r,ϕ=ϕi±1ϕ (8)

in an arear=ri±1r, ϕ=ϕi±1ϕ around the image position
(ρi, ϕi). At theψ-position of a point scatterer to be focused
its energy (∼h(ρ, ϕ,ψ)2) is concentrated within a minimum
number of pixels. Assuming that the power transmitted from
the antenna to a certain area around the scattering centre re-
mains constant and therefore also in the reconstructed image,
the termh(ρ, ϕ,ψ)4 will have its extremum at the best fo-
cused position.

Figure 5a shows the measure according to Eq. (8) along
ψ at the exact position of a small metallic sphere (diameter
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Fig. 5: Example for the application of an amplitude criteria

for focussing along ψ

4 Comparison of focussing methods

Table 1 gives an overview of the specific properties of the

two methods of focussing, namely the interferometry and the

amplitude criterion, presented in the previous section.

The obvious disadvantage of the interferometry in the case

of isolated scattering centres is the fact that no global phase

information can be resolved. Hence only an interval of

[−π, π] can be used to get an unambiguous information about

the location of an object along the ψ-direction. In contrast

the amplitude criteria are not limited in uniqueness and give

a unique position over the whole range of ψ.

A big advantage of the interferometric focussing is the

fact that the sign of the phase gives information about the

direction of the necessary correction along ψ. Furthermore

the accuracy of the interferometric phase can be increased

by Multi-look processing of the SAR-data which is not ex-

plained in detail here.

Interferometry Amplitude criterion

Uniqueness Uniqueness of the

interferometric phase

limited to [−π, π]
(here: ∆ψ ≈ 12◦)

No restriction of the

uniqueness

Processed area Evaluation possible

for each single pixel

Averaging within an

area around a pixel

Accuracy Accuracy can be in-

creased by extension

of the baseline (draw-

back: Unambiguity

decreases further);

Additional accuracy

improvement e.g.

by Multi-look SAR

processing

in general limited;

Further improvement

leads to an increase in

computational effort

Sign of phase gives

direction of necessary

correction

No information about

direction of correction

Table 1: Overview of the specific properties of the focussing

methods presented in section 3

Considering these facts a combination of the two focussing

methods seems to make sense in the following way: The am-

plitude criterion is used to receive the rough position of the

scattering centres along ψ. This compensates the unambigu-

ousness of the interferometry. Then, in a second step the

position along ψ is determined more exactly using the inter-

ferometric phase.

Figure 6 finally shows the example that already appeared

in figure 4. Here the amplitude focussing and the evaluation

of the interferometric phase are joined in the way proposed

before. In contrast to the processing yielding the images in

figure 4 no previous knowledge about the position of the per-

son is necessary here. In figure 6 pixels with an amplitude of

0 . . .−35 dB which mostly belong to objects like the knife or

the folding of the shirt are represented with colours from yel-

low to red. Lower amplitudes between −35 dB . . . − 65 dB
have grey colour. These points mostly belong to parts of the

body surface.

5 Conclusions

Two methods for three-dimensional focussing of SAR im-

ages obtained by measurements along a circular aperture

have been presented.

The use of the interferometric phase is similar to the way

it is handled in the case of a linear aperture. Due to the appli-

cation in imaging objects at the body surface of humans and

the properties of human skin only isolated scattering centres

can be measured. Hence no global phase information can be

obtained.

Fig. 5. Example for the application of an amplitude criteria for
focussing alongψ .

≈3 mm) as can be seen on the photo in Fig. 5c. The whole
result of the focussing process using the amplitude criterion
is shown in the other sub-figures in Fig.5.

4 Comparison of focussing methods

Table 1 gives an overview of the specific properties of the
two methods of focussing, namely the interferometry and the
amplitude criterion, presented in the previous section.

The obvious disadvantage of the interferometry in the
case of isolated scattering centres is the fact that no global
phase information can be resolved. Hence only an interval
of [−π, π] can be used to get an unambiguous information

Table 1. Overview of the specific properties of the focussing meth-
ods presented in Sect.3.

Interferometry Amplitude criterion

Uniqueness Uniqueness of the
interferometric phase
limited to [−π, π]

(here:1ψ ≈ 12◦)

No restriction of the
uniqueness

Processed area Evaluation possible
for each single pixel

Averaging within an
area around a pixel

Accuracy Accuracy can be in-
creased by extension
of the baseline (draw-
back: Unambiguity
decreases further);
Additional accuracy
improvement e.g.
by Multi-look SAR
processing

in general limited;
Further improvement
leads to an increase in
computational effort

Sign of phase gives
direction of necessary
correction

No information about
direction of correction

about the location of an object along theψ-direction. In con-
trast the amplitude criteria are not limited in uniqueness and
give a unique position over the whole range ofψ .

A big advantage of the interferometric focussing is the
fact that the sign of the phase gives information about the
direction of the necessary correction alongψ . Furthermore
the accuracy of the interferometric phase can be increased
by Multi-look processing of the SAR-data which is not ex-
plained in detail here.

Considering these facts a combination of the two focussing
methods seems to make sense in the following way: The am-
plitude criterion is used to receive the rough position of the
scattering centres alongψ . This compensates the unambigu-
ousness of the interferometry. Then, in a second step the
position alongψ is determined more exactly using the inter-
ferometric phase.

Figure6 finally shows the example that already appeared
in Fig. 4. Here the amplitude focussing and the evaluation
of the interferometric phase are joined in the way proposed
before. In contrast to the processing yielding the images in
Fig. 4 no previous knowledge about the position of the per-
son is necessary here. In Fig.6 pixels with an amplitude
of 0. . .−35 dB which mostly belong to objects like the knife
or the folding of the shirt are represented with colours from
yellow to red. Lower amplitudes between−35 dB. . .−65 dB
have grey colour. These points mostly belong to parts of the
body surface.
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Fig. 6: Imaging results for a combined focussing using the

methods two methods of section 3

To overcome this problem a second way of focussing has

been presented which exploits the circular shape of the aper-

ture by evaluating the amplitude of the scattering centres.

Finally it was shown that a combination of these two meth-

ods results in a possibility to determine a focussed image and

the position of threats placed on person’s body surface.

Further steps could be the discussion about the proper rep-

resentation of the reconstructed image and the utilisation of

faster reconstruction methods like ω − k-algorithms which

can also handle data of circular apertures as described in

Dallinger et al. (2005).
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5 Conclusions

Two methods for three-dimensional focussing of SAR im-
ages obtained by measurements along a circular aperture
have been presented.

The use of the interferometric phase is similar to the way
it is handled in the case of a linear aperture. Due to the appli-
cation in imaging objects at the body surface of humans and
the properties of human skin only isolated scattering centres
can be measured. Hence no global phase information can be
obtained.

To overcome this problem a second way of focussing has
been presented which exploits the circular shape of the aper-
ture by evaluating the amplitude of the scattering centres.

Finally it was shown that a combination of these two meth-
ods results in a possibility to determine a focussed image and
the position of threats placed on person’s body surface.

Further steps could be the discussion about the proper rep-
resentation of the reconstructed image and the utilisation of
faster reconstruction methods likeω − k-algorithms which
can also handle data of circular apertures as described in
(Dallinger et al., 2005).
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